(b) tt(P)<+°o for Pin D;
(c) m(P) is finite in a dense set in D; (d) for every domain G with boundary B, such that G+BED, the inequality w(P) g A(P) on P implies w(P) ^A(P) in G for every function A which is harmonic in G and continuous on G + B.
We use the notation [3] (1) Arf(M)=-f'f(r,0)d8-f(M), (ii) A*w(P)èO/or P i» D -E, where E is at most countable; (iii) lim supj.,0 Arw(P)/r^0 for P in E.
Then u is subharmonic in D.
The special case of the theorem in which E is vacuous is known [l, p. 14]. At the end of the present paper, (3) is used to extend the results of [3] and [4] .
Proof of (3). The existence of A*m(P) implies that uEL on every sufficiently small circle about P. Hence condition (c) is satisfied. By (ii) and (iii), condition (b) evidently also holds.
It suffices to prove ( and um satisfies (iii). Letting m->», we see that u is the limit of a monotonically decreasing sequence of subharmonic functions, and is therefore itself subharmonic [2, p. 335]. We assume (ii') to hold. For P in D, we put u(r, 6) -u(P) (4) n(u; P) = l.u.b. lim supwhere l.u.b. stands for least upper bound, and (r, d) is a polar coordinate system with pole at P. If the theorem is false, there exists a domain G with boundary B, G+BED, and a function h, continuous on G+B, harmonic in G, and such that (5) u(P) g h(P) (P on B),
We may assume that G is bounded. (In fact, we can assume that G is circular [2, p. 334], but this would not simplify the proof.) Furthermore, we can choose h such that (7) | Vh(P) | * ß(u; P) (PinGE),
where Vh is the gradient of h. For suppose (7) is false. Since G is bounded, we can choose a coordinate system (x, y) such that x>0 for all points of G. Clearly there exists S>0 such that (5) and (6) hold if h(P) is replaced by hi(P)=h(P)+ex (P in G+B; Oge^S).
Since E is at most countable, we can choose e in [0, 5] such that (7) is also satisfied by hi.
Put w(P) =u(P)-h(P).
By (5) r->0 r Hence ¡xiu; M) = \Vh{M)\, which contradicts (7). This completes the proof.
The theorem just proved enables us to derive the conclusion of Theorem I of [3] from weaker hypotheses. We obtain the following theorem. (ii) there exists a function y, defined in D, such that y EL on every closed subset of D, and such that yiP) gA*P(P) for P in D.
Then, for all bounded domains R whose closure is contained in D, and at almost all points P of R, F^ = ~i~fi AF(QMp>Q)dQ + ff(p)-¿irJ J a where g(P, Q) is Green's function for R, and H is harmonic in R and assumes the values of F on the boundary of R.
In [3] , this theorem is proved for the case Pi=P2 = 0. To prove (8), we use the notation a/(P)= -;r fff(Q)g(P,Q)àQ, ¿IT J J B as in [3] , and put
